
Rachel's notes from the seminar on Protected Junctions on 2nd September 2014 

Notes from LCC Protected Junctions seminar 

Ranty 
- Cycle tracks running through junctions 

- Bicycle junctions 

Section 65, Highways Act 1980 – names cycle tracks, can maintain/alter/remove them, does not 

specify how laid out 

Generally dropped kerbs to access private driveways, but footway has priority 

Clapham junction (John) – Brommels Rd, footways paved right across entrance 

Cycle tracks across side roads – often dropped kerbs with priority to motor traffic – people on bikes 

and foot feel they have to give way 

Old Shoreham Rd, Brighton – cycle tracks intended to have priority over side roads. Raised over 

carriageway, Copenhagen style 

Bicycle junctions – side roads closed to motor traffic, while allowing bikes to pass 

- Tool for filtered permeability 

- Can be designed to allow emergency & refuse vehicles past 

- Fire service follow GPS in London, often don’t use bollards/gates – unlock them later for 

ongoing attention 

- Need to speak to fire bridge early 

- Need a TRO/TMO is London – process with consultation – need to name pedal cycles as 

being able to go through 

- Issues w width of small cars – some not much over 1.5m wide 

Need to think ‘whole network’ – doing something one location,  

John 
Simultaneous greens – have turning across each other with motor traffic normally. Sim 

greens/scramble are where bikes go in all directions at same time. In theory could have bikes and 

peds going together but might be too much. Oxford Circus have sim greens for peds. ‘All reds’ for 

vehicles are all greens for peds – if you know that. Point at Oxford Circus is peds have enough times 

for diagonal crossing. 

Diagram of scramble – motor vehicles go in two stages, then bikes in one stage, then peds in one 

stage (if go diagonal has time implication). The Stage 3 at the moment we don’t currently allow or at 

least we’ve never tried it. Works q well in The Netherlands. Could – and this has been talked about – 

put stages 3 and 4 together – switch off all motor vehicles and let pedestrians and cycles go 

together. Would be more efficient. Almost every other country is much more relaxed about signals 

than we are – e.g. peds can cross while vehicles turning, vehicles just have to stop. Makes signals 

more efficient. 

Ampton St – ‘good cycling facility of the week’ – cycle-only arm and potential to have sim green for 

bikes. Grays Inn Rd sometimes works as two lanes Southbound – so is one ok? – plenty of room. 

Sidmouth Street is narrow and restricted vehicles. Ampton St cycle only. Currently four stages (as per 

diagram). In future might have stage 1 with Grays in Rd, no bikes. Stage 2 Sidmouth St general traffic 
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goes. Stage 3 scramble – simultaneous bicycle green, replacing Ampton St-only phase. Stage 4 peds 

only. Almost nothing changed. 

What are cyclists sat in lane doing? More likely to keep lane if signalled separately and have some 

segregation. Low level cycle signals then just on very narrow divider. Don’t even need kerb but 

normally good practice. Example on way to Palestra – no splitter island for left turn – we do this 

quite a lot even though not ‘good practice’. 

Phil 
Traditional UK roundabouts are bad; we’re encouraged to use Continental geography but quite alien 

to most UK engineers. TAL 9/97 has been ignored for 20 years. Lund in Sweden has some compact 

roundabouts, no lanes on junctions but cyclists encouraged to take the lane. Perhaps driver 

behaviour is better – mode share of 30-40%. Waltham Forest example – just about ok for cycling. 

What can you do? In Nantes used primary position road marking round roundabout to guide cyclists; 

is it good enough? Is it better than UK standard roundabouts? – yes but maybe not good enough. 

Nantes also uses roundabout to get cyclists onto central track. 

What else might you do? Annular cycle lanes – cyclist on edge and goes round roundabout edge, 

used in Denmark. But very strong presumption that drivers give way on leaving junctions. Similar 

attempt in York – the ‘magic roundabout’. Using crashmap.co.uk, looking at casualties, in last 5 years 

quite a lot of cycle collisions. Drivers not used to giving way. 

What else can we do? External track – but then have to cross all arms of the junction. Can require 

cyclist to give way? Means time penalty but maybe delays acceptable if motor traffic flows low. 

David Hembrow has supported this; example of Assen. Would cyclists wait here? 

Or – could have external cycle track, with signals. Example from Harrow – two-way cycle track, what 

happens very often is that crossings end up far from desire lines. With two-stage crossings 

compound the problem; trading delay and safety too far? Very awkward movements. 

Bill Mount – the Mountabout. Signalised crossings and very tight geography. Scramble stage for 

bikes and peds, bikes can cross over middle. For motor traffic it’s a roundabout, but then it stops to 

let people cross. 

Signalised roundabouts – could signalise whole roundabout. Queens Circus, Wandsworth – cyclists 

required to give way and delays likely pretty high. Queens Circus redesign (Hyder) – signalises out 

the left hook. Becomes a whole series of signalised nodes. 

Can put cyclists through centre once signalised, e.g. at Hyde Park corner. 

Idea for use in Birmingham – could have one-stage cycle crossings while peds cross at one of two 

stages. Combined with annular cycle track. 

Finally – external cycle track, with priority. TRL Dutch Roundabout trials tried this solution. Needs 

effective ped-cycle crossing, which will be allowed under TSRGD 2015, as in Utrecht example. Still 

waiting for trial results. 

Cycling zebras will be legal from March, with priority for cycling next to priority for peds. Could we 

be moving in our use of zebras for junction arms, rather than mid block? 
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Final example – new development in Norwich, example from Bruce McVean, new spine road and 

square at edge of city. Zebras on all arms, could work well if speeds are down, could be shared use 

or could be segregated. Lower levels of delays than if signalised. 

Brian 
When you’re looking at a junction need to look at method of control; links are fairly explanatory but 

junctions not so much.   

Need to think about junctions because that’s where most collisions take place. Our junctions are 

very different from the rest of the world. Green here always means go, go now, don’t think, go! It 

doesn’t mean look out for peds (which helps protect cyclists too). How do we wind this back? We’ve 

been doing stuff for a while but want to talk about new stuff. 

Methods of control – every junction works in stages. Sim green involves extra stage, if can let peds 

and cycles go at the same time saves time. Time = delay = money = no. How do we get around that? 

Also can’t have cycles crossing ped path unless put them on the pavement (causing MORE conflict!) 

Dutch inspiration. Kidney islands in mouth of junction; cyclists go one way of it and motor vehicles 

go the other way. Not diverting cyclists onto footway but creating separate paths.  

Example – standard cross-road junction. First two stages, traffic goes one way then the other. The 

third stage peds and cycles go together. You have cycles going through always filtering to the left, 

giving way to pedestrians. Ped phases go, you go – but exit via a zebra. Means peds always get 

priority and cycles always give way to them. 

TfL: “What is this crossing Brian?” It’s half zebra half full signal. Do you have to put a stagger in it? 

Fought so long in street design to get crossings on desire lines. But you will be seeing it. Keeping a 

formal zebra, benefits to peds and benefits to cycles. Could build it in a heartbeat if put peds on 

pavement; but in London it doesn’t make me comfortable dividing footways. International examples 

– don’t do cycling at the expense of peds. Take space from the footway not the carriageway. 

One mini-Holland site looked at Dutch roundabout. Came up with this as alternative. Standard Dutch 

junction arrangement – a push on hybrid crossing but are looking at doing it early on in one of the 

mini-Hollands. Compact and justifies itself capacity-wide. If cycle traffic is 20-30% that’s your traffic 

as in Hackney. Put the segregation where it counts and avoid left and right hooks. Also doesn’t 

involve having an extra stage – which will help convince people. All our roads have been designed 

brilliantly to maximise thru motor traffic so there will always be a hit and the more we can lessen it 

the better. Phil Goodwin shown Quality Streets reduce motor traffic by 11%, so cutting capacity by 

10% becomes ok. 

It’s a forgiving route if people want to hop across the middle during their stage. Or you can choose 

to go with the motor traffic on a single lane. The only down side for peds is it’s slightly off the desire 

line. But better than taking cyclists onto the pavement. 

Rik Andrew - The issues we keep coming up with is that every proposal we come up with requires 

cycle phase or cycle-ped phase; all these things you’ve seen have got that problem. Everything in UK 

is focused around ASLs. Is there a different type of junction design that eliminates left hooks? 

Hopefully implementing at Oval and Stockwell, very simple modification of junction design, doesn’t 

impact traffic. Cyclists have their own traffic lane. To protect against left hooks, let cyclists go ahead 

when motor traffic goes straight ahead. No impact on capacity. The only solution that protects 

capacity. Only four signal movements on crossroads. We’re not going to copy the Dutch. 
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Brian – assumes a two stage right. 

Rik – two stage right yes, key is separation of left turning traffic with separate controls. TfL signal 

experts say it’s capacity neutral. 

John – same as Wandsworth. 

Rik – not at roundabouts. 

Jon – Wandsworth is the same in terms of holding the left. 

Brian – Wandsworth passed all the capacity tests. 

Ranty – what happens when you get lots of cyclists turning right, for two stage turns? 

Phil – depends on space. I regularly do two stage rights here where there’s space. 

John – worth picking out commonalities – key things are separating dangerous manoeuvres, often by 

time, sometimes by space – that’s what we’re trying to achieve. Two stage rights – any successful 

continental design makes cyclists go around outside. At no point in successful continental junction is 

anyone required to stick out their right arm, go through traffic, hang around in middle of junction. 

Lots of different types but one of key challenges is people who are already cycling willing to stick our 

arm out and get in the middle. Change in behaviour wanted from existing cyclists. Hanging around in 

the middle of the junction IS often two stage. Let’s try and separate as best we can, best way of 

making sure cyclists don’t have to fight their way across traffic. 

Charlie – big problem normally have is two-stage right; normally you have all green for peds and 

people won’t wait, but Rik’s design allows peds and cycles to go at same time. No ped-only or cycle-

only phase. 

Brian – Rik’s is a great solution for major junctions, but what about all the other junctions – minor 

side roads etc. – all our junctions are performing badly, can we collect them together. A lot of 

borough collisions are on side roads, e.g. on CS3 near Wapping market, Gordon Square on Camden, 

not just major junctions. 

Jean – do you need very wide roads for hold the left – what about junction designs for 

superhighways. 

Brian – we’re trying new things and learning. 

Ranty – you don’t actually need to have an island in between; in terms of motor traffic loads of 

junctions with separate signals without junctions. 

John – Bow roundabout shows quite simple separator. 

Brian – will be site by site decisions but not a pre-requisite. 

Ranty – toucan straight across in one go at site, central reservation could only fit signal head in. TfL 

signals worried bikes/peds couldn’t stop. Argued successfully to cut skinny island back away from 

crossing path so peds/bikes couldn’t mistake it as place to wait. Need to cut island back. 

John – challenging is very important as you tend to get assumption that we carry on doing things the 

same way or generic safety/capacity problems. 

Phil – are they saying you need to do it legally or is it a design norm, a safety concern? Can it be 

mitigated or is it common practice? 
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Brian – tricky when new layout – you know I agree with you but it is a legitimate safety concern. 

Donnachadh – should roundabouts be eliminated and replaced with signalised junctions?  

Phil – not all roundabouts are bad – we do have a problem with roundabouts in the UK, left turn 

slips, etc. really bad for cycling. But if look at collision record for traffic signals, they tend to be worse 

– it’s not an easy answer. We know the Dutch favour roundabouts as less stop-start for cycle traffic. 

Big roundabout are bad for cycling, sometimes can’t get rid of them. Redesign smaller and safer or 

safely accommodate cyclists through them. Queens Circus no longer a roundabout, but a series of 

signalised nodes. 

Rik – Continental roundabout single lane of motor traffic. 

Mark T – simultaneous green – does scale to very big junctions as you can go across a long diagonal 

on a bike very quickly, also avoids two stage right. If employing sim green at Ampton St should have 

convenient turns available all the time, so not waiting – should be always able to turn left on a 

bicycle only arm – Grays Inn Rd  into Ampton St. 

John – love the idea of free left turns if not crowding cyclists onto footway. Ampton St is pretty well 

set up for trial. 

? – ASLs are a very visual prompt and put people in front of traffic, very encouraging for novice 

cyclists. Bike lanes on roundabout show cycles have presence on road. 

Ranty – I cycled from Liverpool St to Tottenham Court Rd, got lost – it’s horrendous, I’m not a novice 

– I’m never happier than when I don’t have to worry about buses and taxis. Trade-offs capacity 

versus space. Paint and signs doesn’t cut the mustard. Nantes already on safer compact roundabout, 

good practice in that situation. But lots of people don’t feel comfortable doing that. 

Phil – cycle infra is very fragmentary generally; e.g. Bayswater Rd to Ken Gardens, Wolmar said ‘cycle 

lane to nowhere’ – it’s a jug handle but if you’re not used to it, you don’t realise. Lacking in intuitive 

design. 

Rik – no one else in Europe uses ASLs. 

Brian – kidney islands are something physically in junction that you can see. 

Toby – ASLs effectively legitimise red light jumping – creeping ahead of the line, legitimising 

behaviour people have to adopt, time to move on. 

Andrea – from capacity POV, allowing priority to peds is a big win. British drivers can learn. 20-30 

years all reds didn’t really exist, these have slowed down and put pressure on capacity. Bicycle 

junctions – second junction, bicycle should yield to pedestrian (Ranty ‘Bicycle Junction’ slide). British 

drivers can learn that when they turn, they need to yield.  

Phil – the problem is we can’t have motors turning left across peds crossing; people who speak for 

peds are very nervous about safety of that in the short term. How many people are we prepared to 

kill till the drivers learn? How do we get there. Even changing the law, is that enough? Will take a lot 

of convincing. 

Jon – John’s project in Clapham Old Town – as we get more of them embedded, should build up 

more of an evidence base in a UK context, strengthen hand of engineers and campaigners, portfolio 

of options. 
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John – big issue – design trying to enforce what about 3 highway code rules already say you should 

do. Need legal change but speaking as LS trustee we like absolute certainty of when it’s green, it’s 

green – challenges. Peds even nervous of zebra crossings. Might be tipping points. 

Roger – share optimism. Question – making the case for doing things that put peds and cycles in 

conflict. Did international benchmarking yield examples and evidence for ped-cycle scrambles? 

John – not so much junction-wide stuff. They didn’t send us to Japan! 

Charlie H – they should have done – peds and cycles all on pavement and if full they go on the road. 

Phil – they often exempt cycles from red signals in France – give way triangle on traffic lights – can 

go through red light but must give way to peds, if turning right or going ahead, Idaho Stop. Maybe 

we’ll convince politicians to ignore Daily Mail. 

Weird that we can put cycles on footway! 

Roger – we should get the cycle-ped phase on a junction where currently no ped phase. Then a gain 

for peds. 

Gerry – CS3 ped-cycle conflict forcing borough to have re-look at section so may get proper filtered 

permeability. At Wapping some local residents painted stop signs for cyclists illegally. My q is what 

to do about the remote TfL engineer – we’re not dealing with the people making comments, we’re 

dealing with people low down borough hierarchy. 

George – it’s a cultural problem. 

Brian – my quick answer is email me, get me involved. 

Alex – what should we do? 

Brian – I use the word ‘imminent’ a lot! I’m just amazed we got the LCDS out.  

John – what’s the best form of activism? Frustrating though it might be I feel personally the most 

effective way is engaging on a scheme by scheme basis. Try and engage as best you can with those 

behind plans. Not always easy, thorough engagement in processes, talking to individuals after hours. 

Actually we are normally talking about a relatively small number of people. I feel that can have real 

value.  

Brian – Andrew feels he’s taken on your views, every project I’ve ever worked on is something is 

something LCC’s campaigned for. 

Phil – struck me that going to the US, slightly more positive attitude there to cycle campaigning. A 

two-way street. Sometimes if an authority gets something right to say that clearly and strongly 

would be great. It doesn’t always come over, there can be a lot of negativity.  

Ranty – fan of small schemes. In my part of the world bicycle junctions are revolutionary and local 

politicians like them. Eventually things become routine. Brommels Road – once you’ve done 20 it’s 

routine. 

Brian – we’re early days protecting cyclists at junctions. Shouldn’t be, but we are. TfL officers do look 

at blogs and take note. I’ve always found it hard doing something all cyclists will like – e.g. RCS – can 

take primary or secondary. TfL engineers are pretty good, most better than me and do listen – if 

things are supported they will do more. Want to move on from everything’s crap to that’s great, do 

more… 
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John – it helps to understand how slow change is. The campaigning has been successful in getting 

people talking about this. Best part of a billion quid over 10 years been deliberately committed to 

growing a small mode. We just don’t do that in our field. To move on, one other thing – Joe tweeted 

a photo from W Norwood with a side road crossing not like Brommels Rd, are they rolling back? No 

because design already in place. Keep going and try and engage as best you can.  

Phil – the changes going on at the moment are quite dramatic. DfT gone quite far with some of this 

stuff – e.g. parallel zebra, a lot of new things. Can do some stuff but not others – findings our own 

solutions with our own kit and behaviour, solutions that work for us and we can all help with that. 

John – TRL trials starting to be published.  


